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Sermon                    Sunday 2 October, 2016 
Creation Covenant Service 
 
 
Lessons Genesis 2: 15 – 25 Galatians 5: 16 – 25      St Matthew 6: 25 – 34 
 
 
Prayer of Illumination 
 
Let us pray. 
 
In stillness and meditation, may we be at one with creation, in union with the 
earth beneath our feet, the majestic mountains, the sunshine and the rain.   May 
we know the joy that comes from gazing into nature’s beauty.   Amen. 
 
 
 

On Friday last I was privileged to attend a Church of Scotland 

conference on climate change held in the Gillis Centre.   At the 

conference, there were speakers from around the world:  India, 

Zambia, Norway, Jamaica, Ghana and Bolivia.   From India, we heard 

of floods, cyclones and cloud bursts which were unseasonal and 

excessive, of droughts and the shortage of water becoming a source 

of conflict.   From Zambia, we were told that ever more frequent 

flooding brought with it the destruction of infrastructure, crops 

destroyed, children collecting water from contaminated supplies, the 

displacement of people, the loss of dignity for families and, in despair, 

men drinking too much.   From Jamaica, we heard of the hurricanes 

which come with increased intensity and, in Ghana, of erratic rainfall.   

In Bolivia, rain seasons are now less predictable and storms of 

hailstones so large that crops are destroyed.    
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Each speaker spoke also of the many positive initiatives which are 

underway, such as ever more sophisticated weather predictions in 

Jamaica, extensive tree-planting in Ghana and substantial investment 

in solar energy in Bolivia.   At the conference, I was particularly 

struck by the contribution from Norway.   In Norway, climate change, 

‘Creation and Sustainability’, is not only a thoroughly ecumenical 

endeavour but one that is shared and undertaken with other faith 

communities.   The Norwegians have organised a number of 

pilgrimages consisting of fairly large numbers as a demonstration 

that the faith communities stand as one in their care of the Earth.   

We heard of creative possibilities for alternative energy production 

being explored by executives and engineers in the oil and gas 

industry.    

 

For me, the crucial point made by the Norwegian speaker was the 

need within the churches and other faith communities to turn the 

language of science into what he called ‘faith-based language’; in 

other words, climate change must connect with our core spiritual 

values.   We must feel it as part of our soul, an expression of our faith 

and integral to our relationship with the One we call God.   In the 
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past, I have been critical – graciously, kindly I hope - of Christian Aid, 

the Church of Scotland and others, not for the good work they do but 

because of the language they use.   Too often, at least my ear, the 

language is secular.   Liturgies lack spirituality.   The point made by 

the Norwegian speaker is that, if we are to move people at their 

deepest level, connect spiritually, then secular and scientific language 

will not be enough.   Research among the faiths found that numerous 

words are problematic, for example, ‘religion’ and ‘justice’.   ‘Religion’ 

was commonly perceived as hierarchical, power-based and distant; 

the preferred word was ‘faith’.   ‘Justice’ was too legalistic and had 

narrowly left-wing political overtones; the preferred word was 

‘fairness’.   The Scottish theologian, the late John McIntyre, told me 

that Christians should speak of love, not justice; he felt love better 

encapsulated everything that Jesus was and did.   Love supercedes 

justice. 

 

If we are to think and speak of climate change within the context of 

faith-based language, what does that mean?   The theologian, Jeffrey 

C Pugh, says that ‘Divine Presence is woven into the fabric of the 

universe.’   The Earth, its systems and every living thing upon it are 

not commodities.   One Buddhist writer has said: 
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Our lives are inextricably interwoven with the natural world  
through every breath we take, the water we drink, and the food 
we eat.   When the Earth becomes sick, we become sick, 
because we are part of her. 
 

 
In Hinduism, Krishna said, ‘I’m the Earth, I’m the water, I’m the air.’   

One Hindu writer adds, ‘Even though you may not feel it here, 

someone will feel it somewhere in another country so we need to 

take ownership of our actions.’   Within Judaism, we read: 

 
We are caretakers of creation.   We learn to use it for our  
own benefit, but we are not allowed to wastefully use it or 
damage it; we have to utilise it for needs but not confusing 
wants with our needs. 

 
This year, at the General Assembly, the Church of Scotland World 

Mission Council highlighted the words of Pope Francis who 

challenges the culture of consumerism and the developed world’s 

indifference to the destruction of the planet in pursuit of short-term 

economic gains.   The Kirk also cited the former Archbishop of 

Canterbury, Rowan Williams, who says that Christians need to regain 

a sense that our relationship to the Earth is about ‘communion not 

consumption.’ 

 

Jeffrey C Pugh said, ‘Divine Presence is woven into the fabric of the 

universe.’   Rowan Williams said ‘communion not consumption.’   We 
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have become disconnected from the Earth and from the Spirit of God 

within the Earth, within all things.   Tarmac roads and leather-soled 

shoes form an impenetrable physical barrier between the Divine in 

us and the Divine in the Earth.   There is much to be said for walking 

barefoot on a beach, in a park, in a garden.   Theologically, we have to 

re-learn that we are one with the Earth:  along with every animal of 

the field and every bird of the air, we are formed and held by the 

Sacred, born from the womb of the Father.   In mystical theology, 

Jesus is the second incarnation of God; the first is creation itself.   

Creation embodies the Divine:  the Holy is woven in and through 

every atom in the cosmos.    

 

In the second chapter of Genesis, we read the story of how woman 

was made.   The LORD GOD caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man.   

The LORD GOD took one of the man’s ribs and formed it into a 

woman.   The man said, ‘This is bone of my bone and flesh of my 

flesh.’    On the face of it, woman being formed out of man, essentially 

one of his ribs, is problematic for us today.   However, within the 

rabbinic tradition, the story is more complex.   Earlier, you may 

remember, God formed ‘man’ from the dust of the Earth; God blew 

into his nostrils to give him life.   God does not do that to the woman; 
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God does that only once.   Within the rabbinic tradition, it is said that 

the first ‘man’, the one whom God created from the dust, was both 

male and female.   The Hebrew word which we translate as ‘rib’ may 

also be rendered as ‘half’.   So, it seems that when God creates 

woman, female, God also creates man, male.   In the Genesis story, we, 

women and men, are drawn from the dust and together we receive 

the breath of life within us.   Central to the Genesis myth is our 

connectedness to one another and to the very ground beneath our 

feet. 

 

We have heard from Buddhism, Hinduism and Judaism, but what of 

Jesus?   What do we see and hear from the mystic rabbi of Nazareth?   

The spiritual writer, Matthew Fox, describes Jesus as a creation 

mystic standing within the Wisdom tradition of Judaism.   Almost half 

of the parables told by Jesus draw on the natural world.   Freely, He 

spoke of the birds of the air, the lilies of the field, and elsewhere, the 

mustard seed, the pearl, the lost sheep, the wheat and the tares, the 

budding fig tree and the barren.   Regularly, He would pray on the 

mountain finding solace in its beauty, stillness and the Spirit within 

all things.   In the Celtic tradition, the Church spoke of the cathedral 

of earth, sea and sky.   Everything is sacred.   We must resist the 
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dualism that God is in us, we are set apart and special and creation is 

mere matter with which we can do as we please.    

 

In the non-canonical book, Acts of John, a book perhaps used by the 

Johannine community, there is a re-telling of the Last Supper.   Before 

they leave the Upper Room, Jesus invites the disciples to form a circle 

so that together they can end their meal with a Hebrew circle dance.   

At one point in the dance, Jesus stands in the middle and says, ‘The 

whole universe takes part in the dancing.’    The French Jesuit priest 

and palaeontologist, Teilhard de Chardin, said, ‘At the heart of matter 

is the heart of God.’   ‘We can only be saved,’ he said, ‘by becoming 

one with the universe.’    Writing in the mid-twentieth century, 

Teilhard de Chardin believed that Christianity was coming to the end 

of one of its natural cycles.   It needed to be born again.   He said, ‘We 

must let the very heart of the Earth beat within us.’    

 

 
In his book, Hell and High Water, the Quaker, Alasdair McIntosh, 

arguably the greatest spiritual writer in Scotland today, draws on the 

inspiration of T S Eliot.   Writing about poetry, though his words are 

instructive for us, Eliot said: 
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 In the seventeenth century a dissociation of sensibility set in, 
 from which we have never recovered….It is something which 
 had happened to the mind of England between the time of 
 Donne….and Tennyson and Browning; it is the difference 
 between the intellectual poet and the reflective poet.    
 Tennyson and Browning are poets, and they think; but they do  
 not feel their thought as immediately as the odour of a rose.   A 
 thought to Donne was an experience….While the language 
 became refined, the feeling became more crude. 
 
 
Iain Crichton Smith spoke of what he called ‘the feeling intelligence’.   

Beginning with the Reformation, Smith said that this emotional, 

intuitive and spiritual intelligence became dissociated from thought.   

Smith calls us back to ‘the feeling intelligence.’   In faith communities, 

in faith-based language, it is not enough to talk science, to mention 

justice in liturgy:  we need to reconnect the soul within us to the soul 

within creation itself.   With fresh eyes, we are to see the Divine in the 

falling leaves, the playful squirrel, the morning dew and the robin.   

Daily we need to die to self and let the Spirit of the Universe, 

Eternity’s stillness, fill us so that finally we may see God as all in all. 

 

It is the claim of many within the developing world, it is the claim of 

Pope Francis, that the developed world doesn’t really care about 

climate change and doesn’t really care about the effects global 

warming is having on countries in other parts of the world.   As 

followers of Jesus, as people of faith, to scar the Earth is to injure the 
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face of God; to make economic and personal choices which needlessly 

increase the temperature of the planet is to deny our neighbour.   

Alasdair McIntosh once asked a hall full of soldiers, ‘Have you ever 

killed anyone?’   He said, ‘I have….when I took a flight that wasn’t 

essential.’   Is that too harsh?   Too simplistic?   Perhaps it does ask us 

to think about the car we buy, the flights we take and the energy we 

consume.   Divine Presence is woven into the fabric of the universe. 

 

Amen. 


